Abstract: Instabilities in immiscible displacement along fluid−fluid displacement fronts in porous media are undesirable in many natural and engineered displacement processes such as geological carbon sequestration and enhanced oil recovery. In this study, a series of immiscible displacement experiments are conducted using a microfluidic platform across a wide range of capillary numbers and viscosity ratios. The microfluidic device features a water-wet porous medium, which is a two-dimensional representation of a Berea sandstone. Data is captured using a high-resolution camera, enabling visualization of the entire domain, while being able to resolve features as small as 10 µm. The study reports a correlation between fractal dimensions of displacement fronts and displacement front patterns in the medium. Results are mapped on a two-dimensional parameter space of log M and log Ca, and stability diagrams proposed in literature for drainage processes are superimposed for comparison. Compared to recent reports in the literature, the results in this work suggest that transition regimes may constitute a slightly larger portion of the overall flow regime diagram. This two-phase immiscible displacement study helps elucidate macroscopic processes at the continuum scale and provides insights relevant to enhanced oil recovery processes and the design of engineered porous media such as exchange columns and membranes.
Introduction
Study of multiphase-fluid distribution and flow in porous media is essential to several fields, including petroleum engineering, hydrogeology, bioengineering and geoengineering [1] . Specific examples include soil remediation, enhanced oil recovery (EOR), hydrogen fuel cells and liquid transport through cellulose [2] . Thus, distribution and flow behavior of immiscible fluids in porous media are active areas of both experimental and theoretical research [3] . Physical mechanisms at pore scale for immiscible fluids appear to be well understood and are easier to model than miscible fluids; however, predictions of transport and accurate descriptions of displacement processes remain elusive due to a large number of factors impacting flow in porous media and lack of comprehensive experimental data [4, 5] . Using quasi-two-dimensional transparent porous media, i.e., microfluidic devices, fluid flow can be directly controlled and monitored. Such an approach allows virtual observation of flow distribution, displacement, interfaces between immiscible fluids and quantitative evaluation of evolution of saturation, thereby providing significant insight into the physical mechanisms and flow patterns at pore scale [6, 7] .
Two-phase displacement behavior in porous media, in the absence of gravitational forces, can be characterized by two dimensionless numbers: capillary number, Ca, which is the ratio of viscous forces to capillary forces; and viscosity ratio, M, which is the ratio of the two viscosities [8] . The capillary number is defined as Ca = vµ 1 /γ, where v is Darcy velocity of the invading fluid, µ is its viscosity, and γ is the interfacial tension. M is defined as the ratio of the viscosity of the invading fluid, µ 1 , to that of the displaced fluid, µ 2 . Depending on these two parameters, either capillary or viscous forces dominate, which leads to three basic displacement regimes: (1) viscous fingering, (2) capillary fingering, or (3) stable displacement [9] . These flow regimes have been studied and delineated using displacement experiments and pore-scale numerical simulations [10] .
Lenormand et al. [11] proposed a phase diagram based on log Ca and log M to describe two-phase immiscible displacement behavior in porous media. Schiwille et al. [12] conducted visualized dispersion and entrapment in immiscible displacement experiments in two-dimensional packed glass beads. Zhang et al. [13] demonstrated unstable liquid CO 2 displacement of water in a porous medium in capillary-dominated and viscous fingering regimes in microfluidic-based experiments. Chomsurin et al. [14] and Werth et al. [15] demonstrated fluid saturation and analyzed interfacial areas using quantitative image analysis techniques in microfluidic displacement experiments.
Due to the large ranges of imposed Ca and M values, a limited number of comprehensive immiscible displacement experiments are conducted to observe flow behavior and fundamental interfacial processes at the pore scale [13, 16, 17] . Immiscible displacement experiments conducted by Lenormand et al. [4, 9] are some of the few reported microfluidic studies so far where a large number of fluids with a considerably high range of viscosity ratios are investigated for a variety of flow conditions. However, issues related to microfluidic device fabrication and image analysis techniques, such as inconsistency in pore networks across experiments and lack of quantitative phase distribution analysis, may constrain the results. Liu et al. [18] simulated a gas-displacing-liquid drainage displacement process using the Lattice Boltzmann method. A homogenous two-dimensional pore network consisting of uniformly spaced square obstructions were used for the model. Based on their simulation data, three flow regimes were identified and a different boundary line was proposed for the viscous fingering regime compared to work by Lenormand et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [5] .
Ferer et al. [19] used air to displace water in a glass microfluidic device to experiments across a wide range of viscosities and demonstrated a crossover from capillary fingering to viscous fingering. Furthermore, Wang et al. [10] conducted a series of experiments using supercritical CO 2 to displace water to study the crossover zone. However, the viscosity ratio between invading and residence fluids were limited in those studies due to the choice of nonwetting and wetting fluids and their study only focused on either drainage or imbibition [5, 20] .
In this effort, a series of drainage and imbibition displacement experiments covering a relatively large range of capillary numbers and viscosity ratios are conducted. Fluid displacement and migration behavior in a porous medium are investigated using a transparent glass microfluidic device. Unlike most of previous studies that use porous media comprising of rectangular pore bodies and throats [4, 19, 21] , the pore network used in this work is a representation of a Berea sandstone, which results in a porous medium with a complex network of channels with rigid walls in multi-fluid displacement experiments [22] . A high-resolution camera is used to capture images of the entire porous medium at prescribed time intervals during displacement experiments [23] . The direct use of the camera without optical zoom provides for imaging of the medium in its entirety while providing the resolution needed to discern features as small as 10 µm. The images enable quantitative analysis of fractal dimensions of displacement fronts in displacement experiments. Observed flow behaviors and fractal dimensions in displacement experiments are used to map three flow regimes with boundaries using their respective values of log Ca and log M. This research not only extends works of previous studies with a larger range of Ca and M using a glass microfluidic device, but also presents improvements in visualization and analysis of phase distribution information.
Materials and Methods

Fluids Preparation
Deionized (DI) water (Nanopure II, Barnstead, Dubuque) and glycerol (ACS-reagent-grade, Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) mixtures are used as the wetting phase, with viscosities In the drainage experiments, seven wetting-nonwetting fluid pairs are prepared with viscosity ratios ranging from 0.1 to 300 (Table 1) . In imbibition experiments, six wetting-nonwetting fluid pairs are prepared with viscosity ratios ranging from 0.1 to 200 ( Table 2 ). Viscosity is measured using a spindle viscometer (DV2T, Brookfield, Middleboro, MA, USA). Interfacial tension values are measured using the pendant drop method and a drop shape analysis system (Kruss DSA100). The collected data includes three measurements for each data point; average values are reported in Tables 1 and 2 . All measurements are carried out at atmospheric pressure and room temperature (approximately 20 • C). Each fluid is degassed (Ultrasonic bath, Fisher Scientific, Colorado Springs, CO, USA) for 10 min and filtered by a syringe filter (0.2 µm, Sterlitech, Kent, WA, USA) prior to injection in microfluidic device. 
Micromodels and Experimental Setup
The total chip dimension is 100 mm × 40 mm with a pore network region of 70 mm × 20 mm and a porosity of approximately 40%. The average depth of the etched pore network is 10 µm. The permeability of the microfluidic device is approximately 74 mD. The map of the complex channel network is based on work reported by Alaskar [24] . The network represents the distribution of pores and throats observed in a thin section of a Berea sandstone [24, 25] .
All displacement experiments are performed in the same microfluidic device. In drainage experiments, the microfluidic device is flushed using methanol and DI water, in that sequence, to facilitate subsequent saturation by the wetting fluids, followed by the injection of a of dyed wetting fluids. Nonwetting fluids are injected through one side of microfluidic device using a syringe pump (PHD Ultra, Harvard Apparatus) at various volumetric flowrates (q); the flowrates ranged from 0.03 to 6 µL/min. The other side of the microfluidic device is open to the atmosphere. At each flowrate, the nonwetting fluid is injected to displace wetting fluid until the nonwetting fluid crossed the entire porous medium and saturation reached a quasi-steady state. The microfluidic device is cleaned after each displacement experiment according to the following cleaning protocol: isopropanol/ethanol/water (1:1:1), 2 M HCl solution, DI water, a basic solution (DI water/NH 4 OH/H 2 O 2 at 5:1:1) and DI water. Likewise, in imbibition experiments, the same experimental setup is used. The microfluidic device is flushed by methanol and toluene followed by injection of nonwetting fluids. Dyed wetting fluids are injected through the microfluidic device using the syringe pump at various volumetric flowrates ranging from 0.06 to 6 µL/min.
The microfluidic device is placed horizontally on a flat stage above a homogeneous light source which allows the light to penetrate the microfluidic device. Displacement images are acquired with a Phase One IQ3 digital camera with a monochromatic 60 MP sensor. The entire experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 . The microfluidic device is placed horizontally on a flat stage above a homogeneous light source which allows the light to penetrate the microfluidic device. Displacement images are acquired with a Phase One IQ3 digital camera with a monochromatic 60 MP sensor. The entire experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 . 
Results and Discussion
High-resolution images of the medium under continuous flow conditions are captured during dynamic displacement experiments at prescribed time intervals until the saturation of the invading fluid reaches a quasi-steady state for each of the flow rates. Fractal dimensions, Df, of displacement fronts are computed using the box counting method following Aryana et al. [26] , which serves as a measure of the interface roughness for drainage and imbibition experiments. In the case of drainage experiments, the relation between the inverse of flow rate and the width of stabilized zone, a quasisteady region around the water-oil displacement front exhibiting sharp variations of the displacing phase saturation, is investigated and the results are compared with the findings by Leas and Rapoport [27] and Barenblatt et al. [28] . Flow regimes are important in the design and operation of improved oil recovery and EOR processes; flow regimes affect displacement efficiency, overall recovery and surface injection recycling capacity needs. A stable viscous displacement often results in less bypassed resident fluid compared to unstable regimes. If a displacement falls within the stable regime, one can expect a reasonably high recovery and displacement efficiency. On the other hand, unstable flow regimes may lead to significant losses of economically recoverable resources from petroleum assets [29] , or losses in storage capacity in geologic storage of CO2, due to bypassing of resident fluids [30] . Flow instabilities are caused by heterogeneities in the media and nonlinearities in the flow equations [26, [31] [32] [33] [34] . Bypassing of resident fluids promoted in unstable flow regimes 
High-resolution images of the medium under continuous flow conditions are captured during dynamic displacement experiments at prescribed time intervals until the saturation of the invading fluid reaches a quasi-steady state for each of the flow rates. Fractal dimensions, D f , of displacement fronts are computed using the box counting method following Aryana et al. [26] , which serves as a measure of the interface roughness for drainage and imbibition experiments. In the case of drainage experiments, the relation between the inverse of flow rate and the width of stabilized zone, a quasi-steady region around the water-oil displacement front exhibiting sharp variations of the displacing phase saturation, is investigated and the results are compared with the findings by Leas and Rapoport [27] and Barenblatt et al. [28] . Flow regimes are important in the design and operation of improved oil recovery and EOR processes; flow regimes affect displacement efficiency, overall recovery and surface injection recycling capacity needs. A stable viscous displacement often results in less bypassed resident fluid compared to unstable regimes. If a displacement falls within the stable regime, one can expect a reasonably high recovery and displacement efficiency. On the other hand, unstable flow regimes may lead to significant losses of economically recoverable resources from petroleum assets [29] , or losses in storage capacity in geologic storage of CO 2 , due to bypassing of resident fluids [30] . Flow instabilities are caused by heterogeneities in the media and nonlinearities in the flow equations [26, [31] [32] [33] [34] . Bypassing of resident fluids promoted in unstable flow regimes often leads to early breakthrough of the injectant in producers, which may put unanticipated stress on surface facilities needed to handle, recycle and reinject the fluids [35] [36] [37] .
Drainage
Based on drainage displacement images, shown in Figure 2 , it is observed that at small values of Ca (log Ca < −6.3) and small values of M (log M < 2), patterns in displacement interfaces form an interconnected flow path with randomly distributed forward and lateral fingers. This trend in displacement interface patterns indicates a capillary fingering pattern in which capillary forces dominate the displacement [21] . In capillary fingering, the nonwetting fluid in a pore progresses preferentially through the largest pore throat due to a relatively lower entry pressure; hence, the nonwetting fluid may progress in any direction, even perpendicular to the main direction of flow or in the backward direction [38] . At large values of M (log M > 2.5), flow paths with multiple loosely connected or narrow-disconnected fingering are also observed. In such cases, viscous forces appear to dominate the flow, and viscous fingers are important features of the interface affecting the overall flow behavior. In cases where log Ca > −4.9, log M < −0.3, the flow path shows a uniform interface front, distributed over the entire width of the microfluidic device. This displacing front results in a high final saturation and would be considered a near-stable displacement, where low viscosity wetting fluids are displaced by a relatively viscous nonwetting fluid at a high injection rate [4] . For capillary numbers ranging between log Ca = −5.0 and log Ca = −6.3, both capillary and viscous fingers are observed. Nonwetting fluid distribution is related to physical mechanisms responsible for the displacement and the stability of the interface [39] . Based on work by Lenormand et al. [4, 9] and our observations (Figure 3 ), in the drainage process, the nonwetting fluid is stopped at the entrance of a channel until the pressure exceeds the capillary entry pressure. After passing this throat, the nonwetting fluid spontaneously invades the adjacent larger intersections. often leads to early breakthrough of the injectant in producers, which may put unanticipated stress on surface facilities needed to handle, recycle and reinject the fluids [35] [36] [37] .
Based on drainage displacement images, shown in Figure 2 , it is observed that at small values of Ca (log Ca < −6.3) and small values of M (log M < 2), patterns in displacement interfaces form an interconnected flow path with randomly distributed forward and lateral fingers. This trend in displacement interface patterns indicates a capillary fingering pattern in which capillary forces dominate the displacement [21] . In capillary fingering, the nonwetting fluid in a pore progresses preferentially through the largest pore throat due to a relatively lower entry pressure; hence, the nonwetting fluid may progress in any direction, even perpendicular to the main direction of flow or in the backward direction [38] . At large values of M (log M > 2.5), flow paths with multiple loosely connected or narrow-disconnected fingering are also observed. In such cases, viscous forces appear to dominate the flow, and viscous fingers are important features of the interface affecting the overall flow behavior. In cases where log Ca > −4.9, log M < −0.3, the flow path shows a uniform interface front, distributed over the entire width of the microfluidic device. This displacing front results in a high final saturation and would be considered a near-stable displacement, where low viscosity wetting fluids are displaced by a relatively viscous nonwetting fluid at a high injection rate [4] . For capillary numbers ranging between log Ca = −5.0 and log Ca = −6.3, both capillary and viscous fingers are observed. Nonwetting fluid distribution is related to physical mechanisms responsible for the displacement and the stability of the interface [39] . Based on work by Lenormand et al. [4, 9] and our observations (Figure 3 ), in the drainage process, the nonwetting fluid is stopped at the entrance of a channel until the pressure exceeds the capillary entry pressure. After passing this throat, the nonwetting fluid spontaneously invades the adjacent larger intersections. 
Phase Diagram
The fractal dimensions (Df) of the fronts prior to reaching the outlet are plotted as a function of log M and log Ca in Figure 4 . The characteristic of Df that is of significance to flow regimes is its gradient; a sharp change in the gradient of Df corresponds to a transition between flow regimes. In this work, values of Df, along with images of phase saturation, are used to estimate the boundary locations for various flow regimes. A phase diagram including boundaries for drainage displacement are shown on a log Ca − log M plot in Figure 5 . These boundaries may be affected by pore size distribution and domain size [5, 9, 18] . In Figure 4 , the low region corresponding to log M > 2.3, log Ca < −5.3 on the Df surface reflects the transition from capillary fingering regime to viscous fingering regime. The slope at approximately log M < −0.5 and log Ca > −4.3 appears to indicate the transition from stable displacement to transition regime. The low region at 0.7 < log M < 2 and log Ca > −6.6 on the Df surface corresponds to the change from capillary fingering to transition regime. The boundaries (red solid boxes) of various flow regimes for drainage displacement based on our microfluidic experiment study are shown in Figure 5 . 
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Width of Stabilized Zone
Rapoport et al. [28] proposed the concept of the stabilized zone, which is a quasi-steady region around the nonwetting/wetting displacement front that determines the transition between nonwetting and wetting fluids. Results from this study imply a linear relationship between the width of the stabilized zone and the injection rate in which the width appears to be decreasing inversely proportionally with the displacement velocity [27] . In our study, the width of the stabilized zone around the displacement front decreases when the injection rate is less than approximately 3 µL/min. After increasing the injection rate beyond 3 µL/min, the width of the stabilized zone begins to increase, see Figure 6 . This observation is in agreement with results reported by Barenblatt et al. [27] . 
Imbibition
Recorded images of imbibition displacement fronts, Figure 7 , show that when log M > 0, displacement fronts exhibit both viscous and capillary fingering patterns; viscous fingers appear to [5] ; the dot-dash line is based on the study by Liu et al. [38] ; and regimes delineated with dashed lines are based on work by Lenormand et al. [9] .
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Recorded images of imbibition displacement fronts, Figure 7 , show that when log M > 0, displacement fronts exhibit both viscous and capillary fingering patterns; viscous fingers appear to dominate at high Ca and capillary fingers seem to dominate low values of Ca [40] . At log Ca < −5.5 and log M < 1.5, capillary forces are significant, and the interconnected large capillary fingers appear to dominate the observed flow pattern. After breakthrough, these capillary fingers grow laterally and coalesce resulting in relatively large amounts of nonwetting fluid being entrapped in the pore network. At log Ca > −5.5 and log M > 1.5, viscous forces become comparable to capillary forces and several narrow-disconnected viscous fingers appear in the flow pattern. When log M < 0.0 log Ca > −4.0, the displacing front is relatively flat and little to no trapping of the wetting fluid is observed inside the porous medium; this behavior indicates a stable flow regime.
Displacement is affected by the geometry of the medium such as its aspect ratio. In imbibition, this may lead to the wetting phase flowing along corners when the pore centers are occupied with the nonwetting phase, along the wall roughness for strongly water-wet systems, or in the bulk of the channels, making the flow of the wetting phase potentially more complicated than that of the nonwetting phase [4, 41] . This effect is observed by comparing imbibition and drainage phase distribution images, see Figures 3 and 8 .
Based on Lenormand's study [42] , there are three synergistic mechanisms that govern the flow behavior in imbibition: meniscus (interface) displacement, movement of the nonwetting fluid due to the displacement of the meniscus, and flow of the wetting fluid (injectant) from the inlet boundary to the meniscus. In this study, since the pore network is a representation of a thin section of a Berea sandstone, the aspect ratio between pores and channels vary, and thus, both pore invasion and collapse in a channel mechanism occur during the displacement. Displacement is affected by the geometry of the medium such as its aspect ratio. In imbibition, this may lead to the wetting phase flowing along corners when the pore centers are occupied with the nonwetting phase, along the wall roughness for strongly water-wet systems, or in the bulk of the channels, making the flow of the wetting phase potentially more complicated than that of the nonwetting phase [4, 41] . This effect is observed by comparing imbibition and drainage phase distribution images, see Figures 3 and 8 . dominate at high Ca and capillary fingers seem to dominate low values of Ca [40] . At log Ca < −5.5 and log M < 1.5, capillary forces are significant, and the interconnected large capillary fingers appear to dominate the observed flow pattern. After breakthrough, these capillary fingers grow laterally and coalesce resulting in relatively large amounts of nonwetting fluid being entrapped in the pore network. At log Ca > −5.5 and log M > 1.5, viscous forces become comparable to capillary forces and several narrow-disconnected viscous fingers appear in the flow pattern. When log M < 0.0 log Ca > −4.0, the displacing front is relatively flat and little to no trapping of the wetting fluid is observed inside the porous medium; this behavior indicates a stable flow regime. Displacement is affected by the geometry of the medium such as its aspect ratio. In imbibition, this may lead to the wetting phase flowing along corners when the pore centers are occupied with the nonwetting phase, along the wall roughness for strongly water-wet systems, or in the bulk of the channels, making the flow of the wetting phase potentially more complicated than that of the nonwetting phase [4, 41] . This effect is observed by comparing imbibition and drainage phase distribution images, see Figures 3 and 8 .
Based on Lenormand's study [42] , there are three synergistic mechanisms that govern the flow behavior in imbibition: meniscus (interface) displacement, movement of the nonwetting fluid due to the displacement of the meniscus, and flow of the wetting fluid (injectant) from the inlet boundary to the meniscus. In this study, since the pore network is a representation of a thin section of a Berea sandstone, the aspect ratio between pores and channels vary, and thus, both pore invasion and collapse in a channel mechanism occur during the displacement. Based on Lenormand's study [42] , there are three synergistic mechanisms that govern the flow behavior in imbibition: meniscus (interface) displacement, movement of the nonwetting fluid due to the displacement of the meniscus, and flow of the wetting fluid (injectant) from the inlet boundary to the meniscus. In this study, since the pore network is a representation of a thin section of a Berea sandstone, the aspect ratio between pores and channels vary, and thus, both pore invasion and collapse in a channel mechanism occur during the displacement.
Phase Diagram
The fractal dimension values for imbibition experiments are shown in Figure 9 . Large gradient change of D f values correspond to transition of flow between different regimes. For instance, the slope on the surface between log M = −1.0 and log M = −0.3, and between log Ca = −3.3 and log Ca = −3.7, suggests that flow is transitioning away from the stable regime. A low region appears between log M = 0.0 and log M = 1.0 when log Ca is between −6.8 and −5.3, which may correspond to flow transitioning away from capillary fingering. There is a deep region on the surface when 1.7 < log M < 2, which may indicate flow transitioning to viscous fingering. Flow regime boundaries (red solid boxes, shown in Figure 10 ) for imbibition displacement are estimated based on values of D f ( Figure 9 ) and images of fronts ( Figure 8 ). The fractal dimension values for imbibition experiments are shown in Figure 9 . Large gradient change of Df values correspond to transition of flow between different regimes. For instance, the slope on the surface between log M = −1.0 and log M = −0.3, and between log Ca = −3.3 and log Ca = −3.7, suggests that flow is transitioning away from the stable regime. A low region appears between log M = 0.0 and log M = 1.0 when log Ca is between −6.8 and −5.3, which may correspond to flow transitioning away from capillary fingering. There is a deep region on the surface when 1.7 < log M < 2, which may indicate flow transitioning to viscous fingering. Flow regime boundaries (red solid boxes, shown in Figure 10 ) for imbibition displacement are estimated based on values of Df ( Figure  9 ) and images of fronts ( Figure 8 ). 
Conclusions
This study reports observation from a series of two-phase immiscible displacement experiments The fractal dimension values for imbibition experiments are shown in Figure 9 . Large gradient change of Df values correspond to transition of flow between different regimes. For instance, the slope on the surface between log M = −1.0 and log M = −0.3, and between log Ca = −3.3 and log Ca = −3.7, suggests that flow is transitioning away from the stable regime. A low region appears between log M = 0.0 and log M = 1.0 when log Ca is between −6.8 and −5.3, which may correspond to flow transitioning away from capillary fingering. There is a deep region on the surface when 1.7 < log M < 2, which may indicate flow transitioning to viscous fingering. Flow regime boundaries (red solid boxes, shown in Figure 10 ) for imbibition displacement are estimated based on values of Df ( Figure  9 ) and images of fronts ( Figure 8 ). 
This study reports observation from a series of two-phase immiscible displacement experiments across a wide range of injection rates using a microfluidic device featuring a quasi-2D complex network of channels. The experiments were conducted across a relatively large range of a parameter 
This study reports observation from a series of two-phase immiscible displacement experiments across a wide range of injection rates using a microfluidic device featuring a quasi-2D complex network of channels. The experiments were conducted across a relatively large range of a parameter space defined by viscosity ratio, M, and capillary number, Ca: log M = −1.0 to 4.2 and log Ca = −7.6 to −4.0 for drainage, and M = −1.0 to 2.3 and log Ca = −6.9 to −3.3 for imbibition.
Quantitative analysis, such as calculation of fractal dimension values of the displacement fronts, are made possible by the high-resolution images. In the absence of gravity effects, the interplay between capillary and viscous forces determine the character of flow patterns. The insights provided by the quantitative analysis provides a measure to approximate and delineate various flow regimes. Boundaries of various flow regimes are estimated for both drainage and imbibition based on phase distribution images and the fractal dimension values of the displacement fronts. The D f -log M-log Ca plots reveal that relatively large gradient changes of D f may correspond to a transition between different flow regimes. The observations from drainage displacement experiments are in relatively close agreement with flow regime boundaries suggested by Lenormand et al. [4] . In the drainage flow regime diagram, the regions that correspond with transitions between distinct flow regimes appear to constitute a slightly larger area of the overall diagram than inferred in literature from observations in homogenous media strictly consisting of uniformly spaced cylindrical pillars [5] . As is evident by the fractal dimension values, which is a measurement of the space filling capacity of a shape [43] , stable flow regime fills the two-dimensional space of the medium more fully than regimes exhibiting fingering behavior; stable regimes displace the resident fluids uniformly and result in more efficient recovery of the resident fluids. On the other hand, both capillary and viscous fingering regimes develop fronts that bypass some of the resident fluid. The fingers in capillary dominated regime are dispersed and fill the two-dimensional space more fully; hence their fractal dimension values are higher compared to viscous dominated instabilities where few prominent fingers emerge and overtake all the smaller ones. As a result, displacement fronts in the viscous fingering regime have lower factual dimension values. Transition out of and into a flow regime is signified by a change in the character of the displacement front, i.e., a relatively uniform front in the stable viscous, a multitude of interconnected small fingers in capillary dominated, and few prominent ones in viscous fingering regime. The change is reflected in the gradient of the fractal dimension values in the two-dimensional parameter space of log Ca and log M: as a displacement transitions from one flow regime to another, there is a sharp change in the aforementioned gradient of fractal dimension values.
This study extends the available experimental data on two-phase immiscible displacement behavior using a water-wet microfluidic device, and the analysis and quantification of the space filling capacity of the displacement fronts help estimate the boundaries of various flow regimes in both imbibition and drainage. Flow regimes have significant implications in various multiphase flow in porous media applications, such as geologic storage of CO 2 and recovery operations of petroleum reservoirs. In CO 2 storage applications, flow regime affects storage capacity of the target formation. In subsurface petroleum systems, flow regimes affect recovery efficiency and recycling operational needs related to EOR processes.
